CRYPTO TARI
The digital issuance of the historical coin of the Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem Knights of
Malta Federation of the Autonomous Priories. (KMFAP)
The main objective in issuing the crypto TARI is to support the international activities of the Order.
“Make the world a better place”

WHY WILL TARI BE AMONGST THE MOST SUCCESSFUL COINS?





Be part of the history: This is the first cryptocurrency issued by the full support of an
independent state in the history of mankind
Have a chance to get back your donated amount: When you usually donate do you get
anything back? Maybe a letter of appreciation at most, but nothing more. Uniquely,
donators will receive 25% of the value of their donation in TARI when donating through
KMFAP. Available
Make your bookkeeper happy: All buyers who want to purchase TARI directly from the
managing company will receive an invoice which can be deducted as a cost. Available

 Use your TARI widespread: The plan is to make TARI a widely accepted currency.
Knights, Dames and those who are interested in the benefits, will accept the TARI.
Such as hotel chains, restaurants, airlines, real estate agents, law firms, medical
centers, pharmacies, supermarket chains, fuel/gas stations etc. Available from: the
circle is growing continuously
 Be a proud owner of the TARI card: There will be a circle of recipient shops which
will accept your TARI card through the TARI POS terminals. Later you will even be
able to have a credit line. Available from: 2020 but the TARI card with your QR code
will available in 2018
 Make transactions safe and surprisingly swift at a low cost: TARI is a currency which
can be transferred very fast and at a negligible cost. Available
 Cash out your TARI rapidly: If you need cash you will be able to use TARI ATM
machines or simply just walk in a branch of a major partner bank chain to withdraw.
Available from: 2020
 Use your smartphone: A user friendly digital TARI wallet will be developed for IOS
and Android systems. Available from: 2019
 Be a proud individual, one who makes our world a better place: Using TARI you will
support a multitude of charity programs through FEMERAID (International Aid and
Rescue Organization of KMFAP) and MALTA CROSS FOUNDATION such as medical air
rescue, inflammable mobile hospitals, vaccination programs, animal shelters, orphan
projects, rescue operations during natural disasters, medicine and medical
equipment donations, bureaus of anti-human-trafficking and modern slavery , charity
galas, education projects, training programs etc. Available
 Charity Auctions: Participate in online Charity Auctions through the cryptotari.io
website, while exclusively bidding with TARI.
 Make money while trading with TARI: TARI is already registered at Stellar distributed
exchange (DEX) and will be registered in several other exchanges, so you can trade and make
profits. Available from: 2018

 Enjoy the comfort of a personal assistant: As an owner of TARI you will be able to
enjoy the 24/7 service of a personal assistant to make your transactions effortless.
Available from 2018

THE SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ORDER:
By definition this is a humanitarian order of chivalry. It is not organized along religious principles,
although through its Ecumenical Council it maintains fruitful relations with various religions and has
members belonging to different religions, Muslims, Catholics etc. KMFAP is against any racial
discrimination or distinction on the basis of faith, ethnicity or color. KMFAP fully recognizes and
respects the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). For centuries its main
vocation and mission has been humanitarian activity, to support the poor, sick, desperate and
people in need. Today they are involved in all other aspects of the globalized world, such as drugprevention, prevention of natural disasters and catastrophes, rescue operations, medical
emergencies, training and education for handling these. Their main objective is to facilitate the
development of living standards of the people.
The Knights and Dames come from over 60 countries and its current citizenship accounts for more
than 4000. Most of these distinguished persons are very successful individuals and highly respected
members of their own society.
KMFAP is sovereign state, without territory and as subjects of the international law maintains full
diplomatic and/or consular relations with several countries in the world. They have Government
and different state institutions. The main objective of their diplomacy is to ensure the peaceful
coexistence between the nations. They have the right to issue diplomatic and diplomatic service
passport.

THE BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CURRENCY:
The Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem started to mint its own currency after the conquest
of the Rhodes Island in 1318. In 1530, Emperor Charles V of Spain donated the Maltese Islands in fief
to the Order of St John of Jerusalem, and through the intercession of Pope Clement VII, the Order
obtained the privilege of striking coins in Malta. The first coins, which appear to have been minted in
Malta by the Knights, were struck during the brief reign of Grand Master, Pieto del Ponte (1534-35).
The order of St John minted coins in gold, silver, and copper during its 268-year rule in Malta.
In 1565 the Order minted fiduciary copper coins. The reverse side of these coins depicted clasped
hands surrounded by the legend ’NON AES SED FIDES’, (Not Money But Trust).
The minting art of the Order reached its peak in the gold and silver coins issued during the reign of
Grand Master Antonio Manoel de Vilehna (1722-1756), who was the first to coin the 12 Zecchini gold
piece, the highest denomination in the Order’s coinage. He also introduced the silver 2 Scudi and the
8 and 12 Tari pieces. The highest value silver coin minted by the Order was the Maltese dollar, known
as the „pezza”, „oncia d’argento” or „uqija”. This was first issued during the long reign of Grand
Master Prince Emmanuel Pinto (1741-1773). In 2008, during the reign of the Grand Master Prince
José Cosmelli, in the due and legal exercise of its Sovereignty Rights internationally recognized by
many States, the Zecchino was re-established as the basic Currency of The Federation.
This first edition of currency coins of the modern times was composed of two different coins, the
Silver coin called Tari and the coin made of brass with the value of 2 Zecchini. The coin of 1 Tari has
the value of 20 Zecchini.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Name: Tari
Asset code: TARI
Symbol:
Total supply: 100.000.000 TARI
Decimals: 7
Pre-sale period end: 27.04.2018 22:00 CET
Available quantity for pre-sale: 5.000.000 TARI
Pre-sale price: 0.80 USD/TARI
Opening Exchange Price: 1.00 USD/TARI
Issuing account: GD7UVDDJHJYKUXB4SJFIC6VJDQ4YADQCMRN3KLHJFV4H6NIUAEREVCO7
Underlying network: Stellar
Webpage: https://cryptotari.io
According to the objectives of TARI it should be the base unit of account and the facilitator medium
for transactions associated with Knights of Malta and its charities, to lower the boundaries and make
the whole process totally transparent.
To choose the technology for TARI we have identified the following main requirements:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

it has to be highly available and secure
(hence) operation should be distributed
transactions should be publicly verifiable
transactions should bear negligible cost
transactions must be near-real time
use just proven methods/elements
apps on mobile, PC and web browser should be available
hardware wallet (specifically Ledger Nano) support is a must
TARI should be as environment friendly as possible (no energy wasting)
we should not reinvent the wheel

After careful evaluation of all these aspects there was no question that the Stellar network is the
most suitable carrier medium for the new TARI token. This choice alone makes TARI more usable – in
practice for the end user – than most tokens issued on other platforms.
TARI is implemented as an asset on the Stellar network. There were 100.000.000 million TARI created
and the issuing account has been locked permanently and irreversibly to limit the supply and make
sure that not a single TARI will ever be created after the initial supply.

The issuing account is:
GD7UVDDJHJYKUXB4SJFIC6VJDQ4YADQCMRN3KLHJFV4H6NIUAEREVCO7
The TARI genesis transaction can be checked with any Stellar block explorer:
bcfd0d35f78807bd14e6a92aa78860b75d896898395d10952ee22b86404fbf9b
With the genesis transaction all the 100.000.000 TARI tokens were transferred to the distribution
account:
GCQQRNVHDV5JGDLK7XNVF5HAULPQIPOAAEXOT3Y6LXU6GGAGMN2QAE35
The issuing account has been permanently and irreversibly locked after issuing the initial supply. This
transaction is verifiable with any Stellar block explorer:
19b7ec78e3473ea00634341776b1058dfb977ec26f768f61e96decb79169ae36
Sending and receiving TARI, supported clients, adding TARI to your stellar wallet
Technically TARI is no different from other Stellar assets and is supported by all wallets capable of
handling assets issued on Stellar.
Before you can send or receive TARI tokens you have to create a trust line with the issuer account. At
the time of writing this means that your account will need at least 1.5 XLM as reserve plus at least
0.00001 XLM for the transaction. We recommend having about 3 XLM on your account to ensure
smooth operations.
We have prepared and uploaded the standard stellar.toml file to our web server so in any
stellar.toml-aware client adding TARI will be just as easy as inputting „cryptotari.io” and pressing the
add button.
Once the trust line is set up, sending and receiving TARI is just as easy as sending or receiving XLM.
You can use your Stellar address to send/receive TARI, just make sure that you pick TARI instead of
XLM when initiating the transaction. If TARI is not available for selection that means that either you
have no TARI or the receiving party has not yet „trusted” TARI.
As any other Stellar assets TARI can be traded freely, without any restriction on the Stellar
distributed exchange (DEX).
We are working on getting TARI listed as one of the „official” tokens on stellarterm.com

